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Abstract. In this work, we present a numerical method to solve the Implicit Comple-
mentarity Problem. After having established estimates for the measure of error, we apply
an inexact Newton algorithm to the Implicit Nonlinear Complementarity Problem. Next,
we deduce sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of the solution and show
the convergence of the approximate solutions of auxiliar linear implicit complementarity
problems to the desired solution of the original nonlinear implicit complementarity prob-
lem. Finally, the convergence rate is also estimated.
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1. Introduction. The Complementarity Theory is a relatively new area of Applied
Mathematics, which has been rapidly developing and expanding during the recent decades.
It is related to mathematical modelling, optimization theory, engineering, structural me-
chanics, elasticity, lubrication theory, economics, variational calculus, equilibrium theory,
stochastic optimal control, etc.

The Complementarity Theory has been generalized and extended in many different
directions. The implicit complementarity problem (ICP), which is one of such gener-
alizations of the standard complementarity problem, was raised to life by some special
problems in stochastic optimal control [1-3].

The finite-dimensional implicit complementarity problem (ICP) can be introduced as
follows: Find an x ∈ Rn such that:

f(x) ≥ 0, g(x) ≥ 0 and [g(x)]Tf(x) = 0,

where f, g : Rn → Rn are continuous mappings, and the inequalities are component-wise.
The ICP has been studied in a plenty of works, cf. [4-17]. Recently, a new method

has been proposed to study the solvability of complementarity problems. This method
is based upon the concept of an exceptional family of elements (EFE) for a continuous
mapping. The notion of EFE was introduced in order to use the topological degree theory
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